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Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE)

- Safety Glasses
- Gloves
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Fire Warden Arm Band

Green Arm Band
Velcro Adjustable Arm Band
Role: Fire Warden
Color: Green
Measurements: 450x100mm

ABFW

$17.00
$19.55 inc. GST

First Aid Medic Arm Band

Red Arm Band
Velcro Adjustable Arm Band
Role: First Aid Medic
Color: Red
Measurements: 450x100mm

ABFAM

$17.00
$19.55 inc. GST

Marshall Arm Band

Yellow Arm Band
Velcro Adjustable Arm Band
Role: Marshall
Color: Yellow
Measurements: 450x100mm

ABM

$17.00
$19.55 inc. GST

Lip Balm SPF30

Perfect for:
Protection against wind burn and the sun.
SPF 30 with moisturising vitamin E and aloe vera. 
Also 4hrs water resistant.
Complies to AS/NZS 2604

LB12

$7.80
$8.97 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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ProBloc Sunscreen

Perfect for: 
Board spectrum protection from the sun.
PABA free and suitable for most skin types
SPF+30 with 4hrs water resistance.
Contains vitamin E and designed to be light and non-greasy.

SS125

$12.00
$13.80 inc. GST

Zinc Cream

Zinc Cream White Zincstic 50g (SPF 30)
The Best Zinc! Tested and used by Traffic Management & Control Ltd
sponsored sailors.
Protection against windburn, dry skin and irritations as well as the sun.
Works in all weather conditions. 

ZINC

$12.00
$13.80 inc. GST

Large Backpack Cover

High visibility, reflective backpack cover.
Shower proof
Fantastic for cyclists or trampers
Elastic stretch band around the rim
Elastic strap and clip across the back to secure in place
Side location for clip to prevent it digging in and maximise comfort
Colour: Yellow

SAF1202

$31.00
$35.65 inc. GST

Small Backpack Cover

High visibility, reflective backpack cover. 
Shower proof
Fantastic for cyclists or trampers
Elastic stretch band around the rim
Elastic strap and clip across the back to secure in place
Side location for clip to prevent it digging in and maximise comfort
Colour: Yellow

SAF1200

$22.00
$25.30 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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Arm/ankle Slap Bands

Perfect for:
Highlighting your arms and ankles when biking or running at night.
Increase visibility by fastening around arms or ankles
Velcro closure for easy adjustment and good fit
Colours: Orange or Yellow

SAF1270

$17.00
$19.55 inc. GST

Small First Aid Kit

This is a lone worker kit designed for 1 to 2 people 
It is ideal for the work vehicle or a individual workers safety kit.
It contains approximately 51 products.

FAK010 (BACH)

$24.90
$28.64 inc. GST

Medium First Aid Kit

Designed to deal with any industrial or workshop environment.
This kit is ideal for 1 to 7 people and best suited for small work crews
and workshops or the office. 
It contains approximately 106 products. 

FAK015 (BACH)

$39.90
$45.89 inc. GST

Large First Aid kit

This kit is ideal for up to 12 people
An all inclusive industrial construction or workshop kit designed to
cater for a large number of people
It contains approximately 172 products, 

FAK112 (BACH)

$44.90
$51.64 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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Hard Case First Aid Kit

Wall mountable industrial workplace first aid kit. 
This kit is ideal for up to 12 people
Optional wall mounting which is ideal for a workshop wall and makes it
easier to access if required
It contains approximately 172 products,

PPE04

$69.57
$80.01 inc. GST

Industrial First Aid Kit

Industrial or commercial styled kit designed to cater up to 50 people.
The Large kit comes in a sturdy wall mountable metal box with an
optional handle. If you need a refill for your kit please contact us and
we can arrange one for you.

FAK500MB

$119.90
$137.89 inc. GST

Gel Lite Knee Pads

Anti slip outer knee pads with gel comfort support.
Articulating feet grip the surface providing excellent stability.
Breathable mesh fabric layered with breathable padding to help stay
cool.
Upper and lower elastic straps with hook and loop fasteners for easy
on/off.
Gel insert with cool flow padding/soft durable neoprene liner
One size fits all

40032

$39.90
$45.89 inc. GST

T-Foam Knee Pad

Perfect for:
Wearing with our any of our trade trousers on indoor floors.
Flame Laminated inner sponge and wicking fabric liner.
Extended kneepad protects the upper part of shin and knee
Designed for light use or with trade pants, 
fits inside any of our knee pad pocketed trade pants
Has adjustable or removable Velcro straps.
Twin straps. One size fits most.

KN-ULV12

$19.60
$22.54 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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Tuff-Nut Hard Hat

Pin-Lock hard hat with vents.
Note: once you purchase a hard hat you need to date it the day of
purchase. After two years it is recommended to replace it.
Also the moment it is damaged in any way it needs to be replaced.
Colours: Orange, Green, Yellow or White (other colour options may be
available.
Size: Adjustable 6 point Pro-Lock harness. 

HHV6 (BACH)

$15.50
$17.83 inc. GST

Hard Hat Brim with Neck Flap

Ideal way to protect yourself or your workers from the sun while still
safely wearing a hard hat. Fits all our standard hard hats
Neck flap for added protection
Heavy duty with double stitching Comes in Navy & Orange

HHBB

$13.68
$15.73 inc. GST

Brow Guard & Clear Visor

Perfect for:
Forestry workers protecting themselves from stray projectiles.
Brow guard & visor set. Designed for helmet attachment.
Brow guard and visor can be sold separately,
Standalone version also available.
Mesh options also available

BGVC

$43.00
$49.45 inc. GST

Viper earmuffs

Hearing protection for noise levels up to 110dB
Solid, lightweight earcup construction
High quality ear cushions. Replacement hygiene kits also available.
Inner foam and headband cushions provide comfort for extended wear
Low clamping force for minimum pressure while maintaining a tight,
snug seal
Designed for use with Tuff-Nut hard hats.
Replacement hygiene kits also available.

EMVIP (BACH)

$16.90
$19.44 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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Maxi Muff Class 5 Earmuffs

Perfect for: General purpose sound safety.
Class 5 with protection up to 110 dB(A). 
A solid lightweight ear cup with cushioning 
and side swivel for maximum comfort.
Shock resistant and hard wearing.
Can be worn behind the head for use with Hard hats.

111004

$25.00
$28.75 inc. GST

Rockman Neck type earmuffs

Perfect for: Welding.
Class 4 protection,
wide covers for comfort
low tension for easy long term wear with sweat reducing ear cushions.
Made in Germany.

113005

$34.50
$39.68 inc. GST

Viper Hard Hat Earmuffs

Perfect for:
General purpose sound safety whilst wearing a hard hat.
Class 5 with protection up to 110 dB(A).. 
A solid lightweight ear cup with cushioning and low clamping force for
minimum pressure and snug fit.
For use with the Tuff-Nut Hard Hat - general purpose earmuffs. 
Replacement hygiene kits also available.

HHEM

$18.90
$21.74 inc. GST

Yellow Rockman Hard Hat Earmuffs

Perfect for: 
General purpose sound safety whilst wearing a hard hat.
Class 5 protection with SLC80 rating of 26dB.
Large cups to fit all ears with sweat reducing ear cushions.
3 Optional positions: working, airing and resting
Easily fits any Hardhat with 30mm slot & others too

113017

$34.50
$39.68 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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QuieTunes 680 AM/FM radio earmuff
Rechargable

Perfect for: Listening to the radio and blocking out sound.
Comes with a rechargeable battery that lasts for 150hrs
Noise reduction rating (NRR) of 22dB
and 27dB SNRto CE,EN-352.
Addition of 3.5mm input jack makes it possible to listen
to auxiliary devices such as MP3 players & Ipods 
This model is using Nickel metal Hydrate batteries. 
The charger is included. 

HBCOM-680R

$219.00
$251.85 inc. GST

ProSil Reusable Earplugs

Perfect for:
Hearing protection for noise levels to 100 dB(A).
Reusable silicone earplugs that come in a plastic carry case.
Comes in resealable plastic case

EPSU

$4.95
$5.69 inc. GST

ProSil Reusable Corded Earplugs

Reusable corded silicon earplugs
Hearing protection for noise levels to 100 dB
Comes in resealable plastic case

EPSC

$4.95
$5.69 inc. GST

Disposable Earplugs Pack of 10

Perfect for: Disposable sound safety.
Class 5 with protection up to 110 dB(A).
Made from PU foam and comes in a pack of 10 pairs,
Plastic carry case.
Box of 200 also available.

EPOU-10

$8.60
$9.89 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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Corded Disposable Earplugs Box 100

Perfect for: Disposable sound safety.
Contains 100 individually packaged pairs of corded earplugs.
Class 5 with protection up to 110 dB(A).
Made from PU foam and comes in a box of 100 corded pairs.

DE100-OC

$45.00
$51.75 inc. GST

Disposable Earplugs Box of 200

Perfect for: Disposable sound safety.
Class 5 with protection up to 110 dB(A).
Made from PU foam and comes in a box of 200 pairs.
Contains 200 individually packaged pairs of earplugs.

EPOU 200

$45.00
$51.75 inc. GST

Headband Earplugs

Perfect for:
Hearing protection for noise levels up to 95 dB(A).
Class 4 comfortable, lightweight headband foam ear pads. 
Comes with an extra set of earplugs.
Disposable foam earpads (not designed for re-use)
Superior design for easier insertion

HBEPA

$9.95
$11.44 inc. GST

Pro Maxi Mask 2000 Blister Pack

Chemical protection mask.
Perfect for: Protection from harsh chemicals
including organic vapours, acid gas, sulphur, and ammonia.
Has a comfortable tight fit that molds around your nose and eyes
for fitting with glasses or goggles.
Low resistance for easy breathing. 
Easy attachment and adjustments with filters

HMABEK1

$56.27
$64.71 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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Non Toxic Dust Mask Box of 50

Perfect for:
Comfortable long term wear.
Lightweight mask for comfortable, extended wear
Box of 50 masks with an aluminium nose piece for a perfect fit.

PC101

$13.00
$14.95 inc. GST

P2 Respirator Box of 12 masks

Perfect for: P2 rating protection against mechanically and thermally
generated particles. 
Also protects against nuisance-level organic vapours
Exhalation ProValve for extra air flow
Dual straps give firm and comfortable fit
Box of 12 masks

PC531e

$48.00
$55.20 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
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